














END

Under the Light
Obstacle Class - All Age Divisions

Each rider will have 2 minutes to complete the course to the best of their ability.  Failure to complete an
obstacle or the course does NOT constitute a DQ but will cause loss of points.  Unless noted otherwise, rider

may ride at any gait they choose between the obstacle but must maintain that gait in between those particular
obstacles. Rider may also be any gait during and obstacle but must maintain that gait through it. 

START

Begin at cone (star) and ride to the first obstacle.1.
At obstacle, pick up water gun and shoot the target on the fence.2.
Trot around the cone to the next obstacle.3.
Go over the jump obstacle.4.
Pick up the windmill and while carrying it, pass one side the streamers, and at end of the
streamers, pivot 180 degrees (half turn) and return on the opposite side. Pivot and side of
travel is choice of rider. Return windmill back down streamers on either side to go to the next
obstacle.

5.

Ride through curtain.6.
Side pass across the ground pole  - 12 & Under class, this is optional for bonus points.7.
Cross the tarp to complete the course.8.



END

Under the Light
Obstacle Class - PeeWee

Each rider will have 2 minutes to complete the course to the best of their ability.  Failure to complete an
obstacle or the course does NOT constitute a DQ but will cause loss of points.  Unless noted otherwise, rider

may ride at any gait they choose between the obstacle but must maintain that gait in between those particular
obstacles. Rider may also be any gait during and obstacle but must maintain that gait through it. 

START

Begin at cone (star) and ride to the first obstacle.1.
At obstacle, pick up water gun and shoot the target on the fence.2.
Make a half turn and ride across the arena at any gait, staying on the top side of the cone.3.
At the opening of the curtain, make a half turn and ride through the curtain to finish the
course.

4.


